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MAWSTONE MINE, YOULGREAVE 

by L. Hurt 

Abstract 
A short history of the mine from 1878 to 1932 is presented. Levels at 22 and 

30 fathoms followed the Wenl ey Hi ll, Timperl ey, Cl ay and Black Shale Pits veins . 
A s ough drained i nto Hil l carr Sough. A long shale drivage in 1932 ended in a gas 
explosion. Explorations of the accessible workings in 1971 are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

Mawstone Mine Sha ft is situated south of Youlgreave Village, Derbyshire 
(SK21 2634) and is positioned to one side of the washi ng plant overlooking the 
Hollow Dam. I t was cover ed with one of the winding wheels from the head stockS 
which had long since been demolished . It took some time to locate and uncover 
the Shaft which had been buried beneath several tons of silt piled onto metal 
plates covering the winding wheel . 

HISTORY 

The Mine appears to have been fi rst worked f rom the old Wenley Hill Shaft, 
in the Wenley Hill Planta tion and an old name seems to have been Shining Gutter. 
In 1878 the Mawstone Mining Co. was formed; in that year they s a nk the present 
Mawstone Shaft and in 1882 arra nged with the Alport Mining Co. to dri ve a water 
way to the Hillcarr Sough , This wa s driven f rom Hillcarr Centre Level (also 
known here as Shale Pits sou gh) at Black Shale Pits vein intersection with Clay 
vein west-s outhwest along the latter to reach Wenley Hill vein where it turned 
southeast along that vein to Mawstone Mine. It is said that mineral extracted 
during the driving paid for the work (Kirkham, 1 961) . 

In 1919 the Bradford Vale Mining Co , was formed and took over the Mine . About 
this time the Shaf t was refitted with a climbing route, twin head stocks and vent 
pipes . This work was carried out by Mr, George Bacon who is said to have spent 
around £3,000 on the refitting . 

In 1928 the Mine was aga in actively worked and Sissons (1935) carried out a 
full exploration of the Hillcarr Sough on behalf o f the company who were having 
difficulties in draining the Mine . A blockage at Pease Close Shaft was cleared, 
but in 1932 a disaster struck the Mine: an explosion occurred in the east level 
whilst driving through the shale under the gritstone towards Gratton Dale, five 
miners were killed and three of the rescue team were overcome by gas and died. 
The Mine was then closed very shortly afterwards (Kirkham, 1961) . 

EXPLORATION 
An exploration was carried out in 1971 b y the Nottingham Mines Research and 

Exploration Group. 
After removing a ll the debris apart from the wheel , it was found necessary to 

cut out a spoke to gain access into the Shaft throu gh the wheel, The shaft 
contained much rubble, including rotting or broken timbers and rocks and washings 
resting on them. A whole af ternoon and evening were spent gradually cleaning 
the immediate dangers in the shaft . Although the shaft has been "gardened", 
much rubble remai ns and it must be treated with respect . 

The following day a preliminary exploration took pla ce. The explorers were 
lowered to the foot of the shaft by hand winch , Here it was possible to climb 
down approximately 16 feet of rubble into a short level running northeasterly 
to a cross gate. From here a passage running southerly was fo llowed until the 
presence of gas beca me too great. To the north and northeast the passage was 
followed for approximately 500 yards into Clay Vein and Mawstone Sough, On the 
return, the old east level was followed to a 12 feet wide winze spanning the 
whole passage some 10 f eet wide at this point, thus completing the preliminary 
explorations. 

The f ollowing week the exploration of the workings was completed; a survey 
was made and specimens were collected from the veins . 
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DESCRIPTION 
The shaft at the collar is oval-shaped and is gritstone-ginged for 

approximately 70 feet, being 9 feet on the long axis ancr 5 feet 6 inches on 
the short. In this top section there still remain· three sections of the 
climbing ladders on one side, and timber stemples which once supported t he 
cage guide rails on the other. One air pipe still remains plumb but the other 
is buckled and crosses the shaft in several places (see Fig. 3) . 

After the ginging, the shaft continues through the shale for approximately 
another 60 feet, very irregular in section and no longer being uniform in size 
or shape. At 130 feet a level was driven off the shaft, in the shale with a 
limes.tone f loor. According to old documents two levels were cut about this 
depth only a few yards apart, one being the extens ion of the 22 ftm level. We 
could only see one, and owing to the amount of debris still in the shaft, we 
deemed it unsafe to swing the winch seat into this level and explore it. From 
here the shaft continued a further 60 feet through the limestone to the bottom 
at approximately 190 feet. The landing was on a great rubble pile approximately 
14 feet above the original bottom of the shaft at 204 feet. Fortunately, a 
large cavity had been cut s ome 18 feet high and 12 feet deep at the foot of the 
shaft, allowing us to climb the natural settlement o f the rubble into a 5 f eet 
6 inches high level, running in a northeasterly direction. 

The level containing a 6 inch diameter air pipe hanging loosely from the roof 
ran for 50 feet to a cross gate. Here a cross-cut had been driven south to cut 
the Timperley Vein and later extended southwards as an exploratory drive in 
shale until the gas expiosion of 1932 (Fig. 4). It was in this level we used 
compressed air breathing apparatus . The first 100 yards was quite breathable 
and progress along the passage was made by walking along the r ail lines . I t 
was found e asier to traverse i n this manner because the· rails and floor boards 
had been placed some 12 inches above floor level, so to leave a walkway clear 
of the water. Unfortunately, the water now covered the rails b y 2-3 inches and 
th~ floor boards were rotten and unsafe. This first 100 yards were driven along 
a very lean stringer Vein composed of barytes. and galena being no more than% inch 
wide, although the level was cut 6 feet wide a nd 6 feet 6 inches high . The 
ventilation pipes, and compressed air pipes hung dangerously from their supports 
and in places had a lready dropped to the floor . Further a long the passage, the 
compressed air pipe did drop a s it was passed, yet it was not touched by the 
explorers. After the fi rst 100 yards, t he passage was driven almost due south 
passing through beds of shalely limestone until the level was cut entirely in 
the shale after reaching the intersection of Timperly Vein. The level here was 
some 10 feet wide and 6 feet high and the presence of gas (hydrogen sulphide) 
was very evident. As we traversed further along this level the air got 
progressively worse. We passed another vein , back-filled with old air pipes etc . 
about 200 feet past the Timperly Vein. After a further 350 ft. we decided not 
to continue our exploration of this level. Here the passage was completely in 
sha1e and had its roof supported on rotted timbers, so the fact that we were not 
completely stable, balancing on the rails, whilst wearing bulky breathing 
apparatus, discouraged us from venturing further. On our return, Timperly Vein 
was looked into having fi rst to clear a pile of collapsed and rotting timbers, 
which once supported the packs above . The vein had been worked as a stope 
working and only in odd sections did the level have a solid roof. After only 
150 feet we retreated for the same r easons as before, although we were not on 
rails; the passage had a solid floor but was only driven 4 fee t wide and 2 feet 
between rotting stemples holding up the roof . 

Back at the cross gate we dispensed with the breathing apparatus and followed 
the rails, vent pipes etc. in a northwesterly direction . A cross - cut to t he 
right was passed and the head o f the Cundy winze was me t after 200 ft . The 
winze, 4 fee t square and 20 feet deep carr ied all the water from the workings 
described to t he Mawstone Sough below. Returning 50 feet to the cross-cut , we 
followed it through to the old Ea st or Wenley Hill level . Here the Wenley Hill 
vein had been stoped extensively and the remains of the platforms and ladders 
were still in position. We then turned northwest and followed the level down 
an incline, stepping over p latform stemples as we went. At the foot of the 
slope the foot of t he Cundy winze was reached, with a cascade o f water falling 
and flowing away along the Deep level , some 4 fathoms (24 fe e t) lower than the 
shaft bottom. . 

From this point on , we were in the Mawstone Sough driven along the Mawstone 
Vein, to a prominent cross-gate, the Wenley Hill Turn. The Turn itself had been 
stempled and roofed across, although an old chain still hung down one wall. 
It was not possible to r each a level above the sough anywhere in this area. 
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The sough turned sharp right here along Clay Vein. To the left along Clay V~in 
a level 5 feet wide by 6 feet high had been worked for 50 feet or more to a 
worked face . The Vein here, a small stringer of baryte and galena approximately 
l¼ inches wide, ran along the left hand margin of the passage. On entering this 
level an unworked N-S vein was noted, consisting of barytes, galena and pyrites . 

Northerly from the Turn a cross-gate appeared to have been dr i ven along 
little or no vein at all for 50 feet . Here an abrupt left turn for 30 feet 
passed the previously mentioned unworked vein but here i t was only 4 to 6 inches 
wide. After 30 feet the level aga in turned sharp right, following a very lean 
stringer . The roof was very suspect and on the floor lay masses of rotted 
t imber; a section of the roof had already peeled off at 25 feet. The end of 
the working was reached at 50 feet by climbing over the debris from the roof . 

Following Mawstone Sough east (downstream) from the Wenley Hill Turn , a calcite 
cavity was passed on the right before the next cross vein was reached . The 
workings along the vein to the right passed beneath a very insecure looking 
raise and ended a f ter nearly 200 feet . The level was approximately 6 feet high 
by 3 feet 6 inches wide, whilst the vein was only 1 inch wide. The workings to 
the left of the sough were found to be no more than a steep slope still with a 
chain in position but again the workings above had been sealed. 

Continuing down the sough passage, now 5 feet high x 6 feet wide carrying 
6 to 9 inches o f water, evidence o f stope workings were passed beneath and a back
filled level was passed on the' right before reaching the next prominent vein on 
the right; this is thought to be the Porter Vein. A level at sough level was 
not explored owing to the great depth of silt which was very much like quick-sand . 
However , we did manage to climb into a higher worki ng containing calcite, baryte , 
galena and fluorspar, all generally intermixed in a mineralized assemblage with 
no concentrated deposits. 

Further down the sough, a concrete wall on the left was reached and a level 
to the right . Again this level was not explored owing to the silt. The sough 
passage at this point, whilst retaining the width, was now only 3 feet 9 inches 
high, owing to an increase of silt deposits . The sough continued passing 
another back-filled level to the right . 

The head room in the sough was now getting much lower and in parts we were 
only able to continue because the vein had been worked out in the roof to one 
side of the sough passage. We eventually ga ve up following the sough down at 
approximately 150 feet short of Pynet Nest Shaft owing to a bad section o f roof. 
The roof here was of very shaley limestone and was supported by 9 inches diameter 
timber stemples. We did in fact pass under the f irst but could see several more 
to follow. The passage height between silt and roof was approximately 2 feet, 
water depth 15 inches, semples 9 inches apart. 

·Back at the cross-gate first reached from t h e main shaft, we followed the 
remaining unexplored passage, a cross-cut which led to the Old East Wenley Hill 
level again. This level was fo l lowed easterly following a very lean stringer 
passing beneath several roof workings and climbing over a collapsed section, 
before reaching a 20 feet winze, being the full width of the passage and some 
12 feet wide. A walkWay across this shaft existed , but was composed of only 
l ½ inches thick well rotted battens . However , we repositioned these putting two 
or three on top of each other before crossing . The shale dipped into the roof 
of the passage before ending 100 feet after the winze at a shale face . An old· 
sledge was found in this level, made of timber, 24 inches long, 15 inches wide 
and 9 inches deep. 
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